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Subject: farewell for David

Body:

We are in the process of planning something appropriate for David's departure. There has been some 

discussion with David regarding what type of party he wants but nothing has been finalized. I will try to get the 

answer when he returns on Thursday. We have been trying to come up with appropriate gifts and have so far 

come up with the following ideas:1. A caricature/cartoon of David sitting at his desk with his reading glasses 

halfway down his nose, of course saying something about databases. We gave one of these to a former 

director of mine and he has it on his office wall at his new job--he really seemed to like it. We could probably 

leave room around the perimeter for everyone to sign it (sounds tacky but looks pretty good) before we frame 

it.2. Some type of desk accessory that is engraved with our logo and some type of appreciative wording. We 

thought maybe a desk lamp with the engraving on the base.3. Tom would of course make one of his world 

famous book covers for an appropriate book presentation.We welcome any other ideas. At this point, we are 

hoping to do all three of the above--time and cost allowing.So here's the catch--I'll be hitting you all up for a 

donation once we decide what to get. I know it seems that we are always collecting for something, but I'm 

sure we all agree how special and important David has been to each of us individually as well as to the ARRB in 

general.Please let me, Eileen, or Tom know of any suggestions that you have but we need to get this going 

pretty quickly. Since the party isn't going to be a surprise, we are trying to keep the gifts as surprises.More to 

come ....
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